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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) models make fewer errors when more surrounding speech information is presented as
context. Unfortunately, acquiring a larger future context leads
to higher latency. There exists an inevitable trade-off between
speed and accuracy. Naı̈vely, to fit different latency requirements, people have to store multiple models and pick the best
one under the constraints. Instead, a more desirable approach
is to have a single model that can dynamically adjust its latency based on different constraints, which we refer to as Multimode ASR. A Multi-mode ASR model can fulfill various latency requirements during inference — when a larger latency
becomes acceptable, the model can process longer future context to achieve higher accuracy and when a latency budget is not
flexible, the model can be less dependent on future context but
still achieve reliable accuracy. In pursuit of Multi-mode ASR,
we propose Stochastic Future Context, a simple training procedure that samples one streaming configuration in each iteration. Through extensive experiments on AISHELL-1 and LibriSpeech datasets, we show that a Multi-mode ASR model rivals, if not surpasses, a set of competitive streaming baselines
trained with different latency budgets.
Index Terms: Transformer Transducer, streaming ASR, multimode ASR, weight sharing, knowledge distillation

1. Introduction
End-to-end (E2E) ASR, since its introduction in the early
2000s, has been one of the mainstream research topics in the
community. It laid out a path to numerous scientific advances
such as Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [1], Sequence Transducer [2], Neural Transducer [3], Listen, Attend
and Spell (LAS) [4], etc. Recently, E2E ASR systems like
Transformer-Transducer [5, 6] keep improving state-of-the-art
results on benchmark testsets, especially on LibriSpeech [7].
In addition to the development from a research standpoint, this
new paradigm is fast transforming the global voice application
industry. Now we have more on-device or real-time ASR applications empowered by E2E ASR, thanks to its lower memory
footprint and flexibility to meet a number of requirements in
production environments for speech recognition systems.
For streaming E2E ASR, various methods such as CTC,
Monotonic Attention [8], and Sequence Transducer have been
proposed and showed promising results. CTC is a widely
known method, and due to its assumption of conditional independence between output steps, it is often used with an external Language Model or WFST (Weighted Finite-State Transducer) [9]. Also it can play an auxiliary role in a joint decoding with other E2E models [10, 11]. Monotonic attention
is a method inspired by the attention alignment between input speech and output texts being a monotonic tendency. In
particular, MoChA (Monotonic Chunk-wise Attention), which

uses both hard-monotonic attention and soft-chunk attention,
presents good performance by enabling attention in streaming
scenarios [12]. A sequence transducer normally consists of
two encoders to extract latent embedding representations from
speech and text sequences. And a joint network is used to combine the two different dimensional embeddings from the encoders. A model is trained through a sequence loss similar to
CTC on the combined embedding sequences. Nowadays, sequence transducers have attracted a lot of attention because it
has advantages in both accuracy and latency [13, 14, 15].
Despite these advancements, streaming E2E ASR still inflicts performance degradation compared to offline models since
it doesn’t have much freedom of processing future speech
frames due to latency constraint. In practice, although varying depending on applications, latency requirements usually sit
at around 300ms (median) and less than 1s (95%-tile). In order to solve this challenge, several methods have been studied, especially based on joint training [16] and knowledge distillation [17]. Recently, a framework called Dual-mode ASR
has been introduced, where a single model is trained with two
different modes: streaming and full-context [18]. The model
trained by this method can operate in both modes, and in particular, the performance of the streaming mode has improved
compared to the other studies mostly thanks to inplace knowledge distillation from the offline mode during training.
In this paper, we propose a Multi-mode ASR training
method that applies a stochastic condition to the dual-mode approach. ASR models are generally trained with a fixed latency
budget like 100ms for smartphone applications or 500ms for
speech analytics solutions. This would impose accuracy drop
on a model trained with one latency specification being used
in mismatched latency constraints during inference. To achieve
needed accuracy in production environments with various latency requirements, different models specifically optimized to
a certain latency condition are required, which would cause a
serious scaling issue when serving diverse ASR needs in the industry. Our proposal considering stochastic future contexts can
regularize a single model such that it can be exposed to diverse
future context settings during training to make it less susceptible to accuracy degradation even in the mismatched inference
conditions for latency. Thus, the trained model can serve in
any latency budget scenarios without significant WER increase.
Experiments are performed based on a Transformer Transducer
model [5, 6], which uses a Transformer layer in encoders. We
present the advantages of the proposed method through comparisons and analysis with the existing methods.

2. Related works
2.1. Sequence Transducers
Sequence Transducers [2, 5, 6, 19, 20] is a popular framework
for both offline and streaming ASR, which achieves state-of-
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Figure 1: A figure of different modes. The black circle indicates the current output step, and bold-lined circles are contexts used for the
current output. (a) is a full-context mode, and (b) presents a streaming mode with the future context size of 1. (c) describes our method
which randomly selects the future context (shown with dotted circles and arrows).
the-art results recently on LibriSpeech [21]. A sequence transducer ASR model is composed of three modules: an audio encoder, an autoregressive label encoder, and a joint network. The
audio encoder takes either raw waveform or a sequence of melspectral features {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } as inputs and produces a sequence of embeddings {ha1 , ha2 , . . . , haT }. The audio encoder
usually downsamples the input sequence which makes T < N .
The label encoder takes all previous tokens {y1 , y2 , . . . , yu−1 }
and generates hlu . The joint network uses the embeddings from
the both encoders hat and hlu and generates hjt,u as
hjt,u = W tanh(W a hat + W l hlu )

(1)

The output probability is computed through the softmax as,
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of token whose size is V including the blank token φ.
Traditionally, both of the audio and label encoders are comprised of RNNs and the joint network is simply a two-layer
feed-forward network. Recently, Transformers [5, 6, 20] and
Conformers [19] have been shown to be more competitive alternatives to RNNs as an encoder architecture.
2.2. Dual-mode ASR
Dual-mode ASR [18] is a framework to unify streaming and
full-context (offline) models through weight-sharing. While using the same trained weights, the model can decode in either
full-context or streaming mode based on whether the whole
context is available. As shown in Fig 1, Dual-mode ASR uses a
pair of the full-context mode as in (a) and the streaming mode
with a fixed future context size as in (b). In the streaming mode,
the model masks out the future context in its self-attention and
convolution layers. Naı̈vely sharing the parameters of the two
modes can lead to performance degradation. To address this issue, Yu et al. [18] proposed to employ joint training and inplace
knowledge distillation. With these two techniques, the model is
optimized with the following loss in each training iteration:
Ldual =Ltrans (P0 , y) + Ltrans (P∞ , y) + Ldistil (P0 , P∞ ), (2)
where y is the ground-truth sequence of tokens, whose length
is U , P0 and P∞ ∈ RU ×V are the streaming mode and fullcontext mode outputs, respectively, Ltrans (·, ·) is the transducer
loss and Ldistil (·, ·) is the inplace knowledge distillation loss.
Instead of taking the direct KL-divergence between P0 and
P∞ , Dual-mode ASR follows [17] to merge the probabilities
of unimportant tokens for the efficient knowledge distillation


P̂0u,: = P0φ ; P0yu ; 1 − P0φ − P0yu
(3)

and computes the KL-divergence between P̂0 and P̂∞ with a
time shift of s steps. This time shifting compensates the difference of the frame alignment between the both modes, since the
full-context mode usually has less emission latency compared
to the streaming mode. Precisely, the distillation loss is defined
as
Ldistil (P0 , P∞ ) = DKL (P̂0s:T ||P̂∞
1:T −s ).

(4)

A simple extension of the original Dual-mode ASR is to use
a small future context C in the audio encoder. This increases
the latency of the streaming mode, but significantly reduces the
errors. P0 would be replaced by PC in Eq. 2.

3. Multi-Mode ASR
In Dual-Mode ASR [18], the streaming mode is not allowed
to use any future context. However, in the real-world scenario
where a small amount of latency is still acceptable within a
given latency budget depending on applications, using a few
frames in the future context is significantly beneficial to improve accuracy [5, 6, 20].
Merely having one model with a specified future context,
however, would not be the best solution. Different speech applications would impose different latency requirements for ASR
models. The acceptable latency may vary depending on user
perception, device or server status, etc. Every latency constraint would enforce another expensive model training. Hence,
a model that supports multiple latency modes without accuracy
degradation is critical from a scalable ASR perspective. For
similar purpose, a unified ASR system combining online and
offline models has been introduced that trains a system with a
method called Dynamic Latency Training (DLT) [22].
3.1. Stochastic Future Context
To enable Multi-mode ASR, we propose Stochastic Future Context — instead of using a fixed value, the future context size C
of the streaming mode is drawn from a random distribution P̃
during training. This encourages the audio encoder to learn to
utilize various amount of future information. Admittedly, an adequate distribution P̃ should be chosen according to use cases.
For simplicity, we keep the full-context mode as is so it
can still serve as a teacher for inplace knowledge distillation.
Similar to Eq. 2, Multi-mode ASR models are trained with the
following objective:
h
Lmulti = EC∼P̃ Ltrans (PC , y) + Ltrans (P∞ , y)
i
+Ldistil (PC , P∞ ) ,

(5)

where PC is the output probability of the streaming mode with
the stochastic future context size C ∼ P̃ .
For applying the stochastic size to the Transformer of the
model, we mainly use three different methods.
3.1.1. Tied Mask across Layers
We sample a single value c from a chosen distribution per minibatch and set the future context size of all layers as c. This
makes the total future context size C = c · L, where L is the
number of self-attention layers in a Transformer encoder. To
illustrate, C can be 0, L, 2L, 3L, etc.

4.1. AISHELL-1
AISHELL-1 [31] is an open-sourced Mandarin speech recognition corpus. It contains 150h, 10h, and 5h of audio for training,
development, and testing, respectively. We use characters as
output tokens, and the total number of tokens is about 4K including special tags such as <blank>and <unknown>. The
speed perturbation is applied with factors of 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1 to
augment data. The size of mini-bathes is set to 96000, a learning rate is set to 0.0005, and a learning rate warm-up is enabled
with 10K warm-up steps.
4.2. LibriSpeech

3.1.2. Untied Mask across Layers
For each layer l, we sample the future context
P size cl independently. The total right context size C = l cl . This makes C
more diverse since it is not always a multiple of L. To illustrate,
C can be 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.
3.1.3. Untied Mask under a Constraint
We add a constraint of the total future context size on the untied mask method described in Section 3.1.2. A model learns
multiple modes for each layers but the total future context size
is always below C, which is predefined. Under the constraint, a
future context size for each layers is sampled iteratively. In order to avoid too much concentration at the bottom layers when
assigning future contexts, an adjusted uniform distribution is
used for sampling as follows,
c ∼ U (0, R/d)

(6)

where R is a remaining future context size under the constraint,
and d is a tuned parameter.

4. Experiments
We use ESPnet [23] to train and test models in our experiments.
Several related parts have been implemented internally or integrated with Fairseq [24]. Also we use NVIDIA Apex AMP
(Automatic Mixed Precision) with the optimization level of O2.
Our Transformer Transducer model has 12 audio encoder and
2 label encoder layers. Each Transformer layer has a 512-dim
embedding, a feed-forward with the hidden layer size of 2048,
8 heads for self-attention, and the attention dropout rate of 0.1
similar to the Transformer-base [25]. Following [26, 27], we
use GELU activations [28] in the feed-forward modules. Two
2D strided convolution layers are applied at the bottom of the
audio encoder, and each convolution layer has 32 channels,
(3×3) kernel and (2×2) stride. The hidden layer size of the
joint network is 256. We use 80-dim filterbank features computed over a 25ms window and a 10ms shift as inputs. We
apply adaptive SpecAugment [29, 30] in all experiments. 3best checkpoints during training epochs are selected in terms of
the lowest validation loss, and their average is used as the final model. In our experiments, two stochastic distributions are
used for the proposed Multi-mode ASR training, i.e., discrete
uniform distribution U and normal distribution N . Because the
normal distribution is continuous and spans over negative and
postive values, we use a floor and abs function to discretize
absolute values. The reason for using the normal distribution
instead of a multinomial distribution is that it is easy to configure by adjusting only two parameters (mean and variance). We
evaluate our methods on two public datasets: AISHELL-1 and
LibriSpeech.

LibriSpeech [7] is an open-sourced English speech recognition
corpus extracted from audiobooks. It contains 960h of training
audios and a disjoint text-only corpus of 800M word tokens for
language model training. It has two development sets and two
test sets: dev-clean, dev-other, test-clean, and test-other. Each
of them has about 5h of audio. We train models with 1K BPE
sub-word units as output tokens, use 328000 as the size of minibatches and set a learning rate to 0.001. We apply a learning rate
scheduler as [29] to divide training steps into 3 stages, i.e., 13K
warm-up, 40K holding and 77K exponential decay steps.

5. Discussion
We employ a 12 layer Transformer in the audio encoder with
a time-shift of 40ms due to convolutions, so inference with the
future context size of 1 for each layer would enforce 480ms latency. Considering less than 1s is practically acceptable latency
for many applications, we consider the streaming mode with
two or less future context size per layer (c ≤ 2 or C ≤ 12) in
the discussion.
Table 1 shows the CERs (Character Error Rates) of various models with different methods and future context sizes on
AISHELL-1. While baseline streaming models are trained as
stand-alone, dual-mode and multi-mode models learn from a
pair of a full-context mode and a streaming mode with a specified or randomly chosen context size. First, the overall result
shows that the baselines usually operate well only at the same
context size used in training (i.e., matched condition). In other
cases, the performance drops a lot (i.e., mismatched condition,
highlighted as gray). The dual-mode models seem to work reasonably at future context sizes larger than that used for training. We argue that the reason is the models trained by the dualmode approach learn those modes with larger future contexts
indirectly from the full-context mode. However, in the cases of
smaller context sizes than those specified for training, we can
see noticeable performance degradation. For example, when we
see the results of the dual-mode model trained with c = 1, there
is a difference of more than 15% (absolute) when this model
performs at c = 0 and 1 (i.e., 23.46% vs. 7.64% for dev and
25.07% vs. 8.30% for test).
In contrast, the multi-mode ASR models perform well in
various streaming modes in general, showing resilience to even
mismatched conditions in future context setting. Probability
distributions used in multi-mode experiments are set to select
what is more often in the crucial range of context. As shown in
the tied mask results, frequently selected future context mode
works better than other modes. For example, in the case of using discrete uniform distributions to decide a stochastic context
size, c ∼ U(0, 1) outperforms c ∼ U(0, 10) at c = 0 at inference, but when the size becomes larger like 2, it does not. On the
other hand, the results in the case of normal distributions show

Table 1: CER on AISHELL-1 with different future context sizes applied on a single model during inference. The gray field indicates a
mismatched condition when the future context sizes used for training and recognition are different.

Baseline
Dual-mode

Tied mask

Untied mask
Constraint

Future
Context Size
(at Training)
0
1
c=0
c=1
c=2
c ∼ U (0, 1)
c ∼ U (0, 2)
c ∼ U (0, 10)
c ∼ N (0, 0.5)
c ∼ N (0, 1)
c ∼ N (0, 2)
c ∼ N (1, 1)
c ∼ U (0, 2)
c ∼ U (0, 10)
c ∼ N (0, 0.5)
C = 12

c=0
dev
8.23%
53.76%
7.74%
23.46%
31.83%
8.01%
7.73%
8.91%
7.57%
7.84%
7.79%
7.95%
8.91%
15.56%
7.78%
8.66%

test
9.14%
54.46%
8.51%
25.07%
34.18%
8.62%
8.52%
9.73%
8.39%
8.49%
8.60%
8.84%
9.81%
17.36%
8.41%
9.62%

Future Context Size (at Inference)
c=1
c=2
dev
test
dev
test
12.55% 13.37% 58.07% 59.55%
8.23%
9.11%
9.37%
10.25%
7.66%
8.44%
7.62%
8.41%
7.64%
8.30%
7.51%
8.16%
8.38%
9.07%
6.95%
7.59%
7.58%
8.20%
7.49%
7.97%
7.20%
8.05%
7.01%
7.74%
7.32%
8.12%
6.80%
7.60%
7.49%
8.27%
7.42%
8.16%
7.66%
8.29%
7.53%
8.10%
7.31%
8.08%
7.08%
7.91%
7.27%
8.10%
7.04%
7.85%
7.37%
8.06%
7.20%
7.87%
8.59%
9.71%
7.20%
8.00%
7.65%
8.24%
7.63%
8.21%
7.46%
8.18%
7.32%
8.04%

Table 2: Streaming WER on LibriSpeech testset with different
future context sizes applied on a single model during inference.
c is a future context size at training. Note that the results from
the literature confirm our baselines are within a reasonable
range, but are not used for direct comparison.
Future Context Size (at Inference)
c=0
c=1
(test)clean
other
clean
other
Other works
Yu et al. [18]
Yeh et al. [6]
Baseline
c=0
c=1
Dual-mode
c=0
c=1
Tied mask
c ∼ U (0, 3)
c ∼ N (0, 2)
Untied mask
c ∼ U (0, 3)
Constraint
C = 12

5.0%
12.32%

11.6%
23.08%

6.99%

16.88%

7.09%
55.51%

15.56%
70.72%

7.70%
6.37%

16.39%
13.77%

7.24%
42.81%

15.07%
59.90%

7.13%
6.12%

15.16%
13.46%

7.16%
7.16%

15.61%
15.11%

6.15%
6.19%

13.23%
13.35%

9.78%

19.73%

6.33%

13.90%

7.94%

17.31%

6.09%

13.55%

other aspects. For example, c ∼ N (0, 1) and c ∼ N (1, 1) differ only in mean, and they outperform each other in the mode
matched with their mean. When analyzing c ∼ N (0, ·) series,
we can find that the model trained with a larger standard deviation works better at larger future context sizes. These results
prove that the multi-mode performs well in the overall mode,
and show that the distribution can be set according to practical
purposes.
With untied masks, the model behaves differently even
with the same distribution. First, as described in Section 3,
the untied mask method trains a model with the future context size C ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, while the tied mask method uses
C ∈ {0, L, 2L}, etc. So, with the united mask method, the fre-

c = ∞ (Full Context)
dev
test
141.19% 139.95%
109.93% 115.46%
6.63%
7.23%
6.79%
7.23%
6.41%
6.86%
6.68%
7.20%
6.41%
6.99%
6.13%
6.73%
6.60%
7.30%
6.80%
7.24%
6.40%
7.17%
6.48%
7.17%
6.58%
7.07%
6.01%
6.53%
6.74%
7.23%
6.58%
7.14%

quency for each context size to be selected and shown during
training relatively decreases. For example, when c ∼ U (0, 10)
is used with the untied mask method, this issue is seen noticeable to make the performance degradation at the context size
0. Conversely, in the case of the full-context, the performance
is better than other methods. This can be analyzed that this is
regularization effect from much more diversely applied future
context masks for each layer. When we add a constraint of the
desired future context size as 12 to the untied mask method to
address the aforementioned issue, the performance degradation
at the future context 0 mode is partially solved. However, the
overall accuracy is lower than the tied mask method.
Table 2 shows the LibriSpeech results. We observe a similar
trend as AISHELL-1. With the tied mask c ∼ N (0, 2), a multimode ASR model shows better or similar WER to two dualmodel models each trained in matched conditions. To make a
clear comparison, we compare the average WER of each model
at the future context sizes of 0 and 1, which are practical cases
for the streaming ASR. The averaged WER of the dual-mode
models trained with c = 0 is 7.19%, 15.11% on test-clean and
test-other, respectively. But, the multi-mode model trained with
c ∼ N (0, 2) surpasses it with 6.68%, 14.23% on the same test
sets. Based on this, we find that the multi-mode ASR model
outperforms others overall in multiple latency budget situations,
especially in critical cases for practical streaming ASR.

6. Conclusions
Since a single model is trained as multi-mode, we expect the
trained model performs well in multiple future context modes.
In other words, it is possible to dynamically adjust the future
context size without any additional training. Through the experimental results, we verified that our proposed method can
has this flexibility. It is also expected that this proposed method
can be used for practical purposes such as a dynamic delay management and load balancing in an actual speech recognition service. Presumably, further fine-tuning a Multi-mode ASR model
on the test configurations can achieve higher accuracy; however,
we leave this as future work.
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